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Abstract

Absolute and relative outcome measures measure a treatment’s effect size, purporting to
inform treatment choices. I argue that absolute measures are at least as good as, if not better
than, relative ones for informing rational decisions across choice scenarios. Specifically, this
dominance of absolute measures holds for choices between a treatment and a control group
treatment from a trial and for ones between treatments tested in different trials. This
distinction has hitherto been neglected, just like the role of absolute and baseline risks in
rational decision making that my analysis reveals. Recognizing both aspects advances the
discussion on reporting outcome measures.

1. Introduction
In biomedical research, scientists often perform trials to test the effectiveness of
treatments. In such research, the collected data is analyzed using outcome measures,
which describe how the tested treatment and the outcome of interest relate.
Researchers usually interpret such outcome measures as measuring the effect size
of the treatment. These measures then provide information for policy makers,
patients, and others aiming to decide between treatments.

Not all outcome measures provide the same information though. In this article,
I focus on outcome measures for binary variables. Here, two classes of measures,
absolute and relative, differ in how they describe a treatment’s effect size. Consider
the Heart Protection Study that tested the effectiveness of a cholesterol-lowering
drug called simvastatin to prevent heart attacks and deaths among men with or at
risk of heart disease (Heart Protection Study Collaborative Group 2002). The study
found a so-called relative risk reduction of 18% of coronary death. The so-called risk
difference was 1.2%.1 Only the former effect size was reported. Yet, the difference in
the described effect size is striking. Aiming to decide on taking simvastatin, which
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effect size is informative for a rational decision maker? The relative? The absolute?
Perhaps both? More generally, how should we measure effect sizes to inform rational
decision making?

In this article, I argue that absolute measures are at least as good as, if not better
than, relative ones for informing rational decisions across choice scenarios. More
precisely, absolute but not relative measures always provide sufficient probabilistic
information to choose between a treatment and a control group treatment from a
trial. For choices between treatments tested in distinct trials, we need information
about the difference in the probabilities of the outcome of interest given the
treatments, that is the difference in the absolute risks. Absent any knowledge about
the probabilities of the outcome given control group treatments, that is the baseline
risks, outcome measures do not provide this information. If the deciding agents
instead know the baseline risks, then they can derive the absolute risks from both
classes of outcome measures. If the baseline risks are known to be equal across
trials but are themselves unknown, then absolute measures but not relative ones
always provide sufficient information to choose between treatments from distinct
trials. Overall, for informing rational decision making, absolute measures dominate
relative ones.

My analysis exposes the conditions under which both absolute and relative
measures carry the probabilistic information a rational decision maker needs, and
when only absolute ones do so. Moreover, it identifies the role of absolute and
baseline risks in rational treatment choices. Recognizing both aspects advances the
discussion on how to report effect sizes to inform treatment decisions. In particular,
Jacob Stegenga and his co-authors argue that only absolute measures but not relative
ones are suited to inform rational decisions (Stegenga 2015; Sprenger and Stegenga
2017; Stegenga and Kenna 2017; Stegenga 2018; see also Worrall 2010). By contrast,
I show when relative measures are just as good as absolute ones for this purpose.
Still, I demonstrate that relative measures do not provide decision-relevant
information that cannot be provided by absolute measures, including in choice
scenarios Stegenga’s work fails to consider. This finding questions the need for
using relative measures to inform rational decision making, and challenges
suggestions to report both absolute and relative measures (see Hoefer and Krauss
2021). Moreover, in biomedical research, most studies report only relative effect
sizes like in the Heart Protection Study (Elliott et al. 2021). My results suggest that
this practice could fail to inform treatment choices. Finally, I show that absolute
and baseline risks provide sufficient information for rational treatment decisions.
This verdict sets the ground for comparing outcome measures to absolute and
baseline risks as tools for informing decisions.

I proceed as follows: In section 2, I introduce absolute and relative outcome
measures. In section 3, I model two choice scenarios using expected utility theory, one
involving outcome measures from a single trial and another involving outcome
measures from distinct trials. Moreover, I identify absolute and baseline risks as
sufficient for informing rational treatment decisions. In section 4, I use the decision
models to identify the conditions under which absolute or relative measures inform
decisions. As established by Sprenger and Stegenga (2017), absolute measures but not
relative ones always do so for choices between a treatment and a control group
treatment. I show that this argument does not hold for choices between treatments
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tested in different trials, a distinction Sprenger and Stegenga (2017) neglect. I then
show that absolute measures are still at least as good as, if not better than, relative
ones for informing such choices. Overall, absolute measures dominate relative ones.
In section 5, I conclude with three options for using outcome measures to inform
decisions supported by my analysis.

2. Measuring effect sizes for binary variables
In empirical research conducting trials, researchers use outcome measures to
state how the measured values of the outcome variable in the control and
treatment groups relate (Stegenga 2015). In such a way, outcome measures
summarize trial data to form evidence for a causal relationship between treatment
and outcome.

In this article, I focus on outcome measures for binary variables. These are usually
defined in terms of the observed frequencies in a trial (see Stewart 2016, ch. 26), which
can be represented as conditional probabilities. Let A denote the tested treatment and
A 0 the control group treatment. E denotes that the outcome of interest is present and
¬E that it is absent. For ease of exposition, I will throughout focus on two of the most
commonly cited outcome measures.2 Those are:

Relative risk : RRA � P EjA� �
P EjA0� �

Risk difference : RDA � P EjA� � � P EjA0� �
The relative risk belongs to a class of measures commonly called relative outcome
measures. For instance, RRA= 1.25 means that the probability of E given A is 1.25
times the probability of E given A 0. By contrast, the risk difference is usually classified
as an absolute outcome measure. To give an example, RDA= 0.05 means that the
probability of E is increased by 5% given A compared to A 0, for instance from 10%
to 15%.

Binary outcome measures in the first instance measure the strength of a statistical
association, a statistical effect size. If computed numerically, they are often
additionally interpreted as measuring the causal effect size of the tested treatment
(Broadbent 2013; Sprenger and Stegenga 2017). Here, I will not discuss which, if any,
outcome measure measures a treatment’s causal effect size or any other causal
property as the following arguments do not depend on an answer to this question.
Instead, I will speak loosely about outcome measures as measuring a treatment’s
effect size.3

Quite obviously, relative and absolute outcome measures do not provide the same
probabilistic information. Which outcome measures then provide the information we
need for rational choices between treatments? In the following sections, I argue that
absolute measures are at least as good as relative ones for informing rational decision
making across choice scenarios.

2 Other measures such as the relative risk reduction and numbers needed to treat can be derived from
these two measures.

3 Readers who think causation is necessary for rational decision making may assume a justified
inference to the causal effectiveness of the considered treatments.
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3. Modeling two scenarios for choosing treatments
Here are two scenarios for choosing treatments:

Single: Imagine treatment A was tested in a trial. A 0 is the control group
treatment used in the trial testing A, for instance, no treatment, a competitor
treatment or a placebo. Based on the reported outcome measures, an agent
wants to choose between A and A 0, for example, for consuming either treatment
or giving it to a patient.

Distinct: Imagine treatment A was tested in a trial. Moreover, an alternative
treatment B was tested in another trial. Based on the reported outcome measures,
an agent wants to choose between A and B, for example, for consuming either
treatment or giving it to a patient.

The two scenarios involve different outcome measures. In the choice between A and
A 0, we consider a relative or an absolute outcome measure from the trial testing A (see
section 2). By contrast, in the choice between A and B, we consider the outcome
measures from the trial testing A and from the trial testing B. Let B 0 denote the
control group treatment in the trial testing B. The outcome measures for the trial
testing B are:

RDB � P EjB� � � P EjB0� �

RRB � P EjB� �
P EjB0� �

To distinguish both scenarios, I assume A0 ≠B and B0 ≠A. It may be that A0 � B0, a
case that I turn to in section 4.2. In this article, I focus on the two described scenarios
because they are the most common. The other possible scenarios for a binary
treatment choice are a choice between control group treatments from distinct trials
and one between a treatment tested in one trial and a control group treatment from
another trial. Both scenarios are analogous to a choice between treatments tested in
different trials. In analogous ways, the following arguments also hold for these cases.

How should an agent decide in the two described scenarios? In line with standard
expected utility theory (see Bradley 2017, pt. 1), I assume that an agent ought to
choose a treatment that maximizes expected utility:

Expected utility maximization: Treatment X is better than treatment Y
iff EU X� � > EU Y� �.4

The relevant expected utility calculations are different in the two scenarios. I start
with the choice between A and A 0, following Sprenger and Stegenga (2017, 845–48).

Let u(E) = u denote the utility of E and u(¬E) = u 0 the utility of ¬E. Here, utility
represents the agent’s evaluation of each possible outcome. Moreover, we assume
that consuming treatments comes at a cost. Broadly construed, such a cost includes all
expected harmful effects of consuming the treatment, for instance, negative side

4 If EU X� � � EU Y� �, then it is usually considered rationally permissible to choose either treatment.
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effects. Let a denote the cost of A and a 0 the cost of A 0. The expected utilities of A and
A 0 are calculated as follows:

EU A� � � P EjA� �u� P :EjA� �u0 � a � P EjA� � u � u0� � � u0 � a (1)

EU A0� � � P EjA0� �u� P :EjA0� �u0 � a0 � P EjA0� � u � u0� � � u0 � a0 (2)

(1) and (2) jointly with expected utility maximization provide a decision model:

EU A� � > EU A0� � iff P EjA� � u � u0� � � a > P EjA0� � u � u0� � � a0 (3)

For the choice involving several trials, we use (1) and with b denoting the cost of B:

EU B� � � P EjB� �u� P :EjB� �u0 � b � P EjB� � u � u0� � � u0 � b (4)

Again, we derive a decision model from (1) and (4):

EU A� � > EU B� � iff P EjA� � u � u0� � � a > P EjB� � u � u0� � � b (5)

In section 4, I will rely on both models to analyze when absolute and relative outcome
measures provide decision-relevant information. To do so, I will assume that the
observed frequencies used to calculate outcome measures are numerically equivalent
to the agent’s decision-relevant credences. For instance, in (3), I take P EjA� � to denote
both the agent’s credence in E occurring if she takes treatment A and the observed
frequency of E given A in the trial testing A. This is a substantial simplification; there
are several inferences involved in forming a credence on a treatment’s effect size
for a treatment choice based on one calculated from trial frequencies (Fuller and
Flores 2015). Indeed, analyzing how outcome measures figure in such inferences is an
important task I bracket. Nevertheless, this omission poses no threat to my
argumentation. If reported outcome measures are to inform rational decision making
at all, then they must in principle provide the needed probabilistic information. The
mentioned simplification allows us to analyze when absolute or relative measures
succeed in doing so.

The decision models (3) and (5) already show an alternative to using outcome
measures for informing rational treatment choices: use absolute and baseline risks. As
we can see in (3), in a choice involving treatments from a single trial, we can decide
between treatments if we know P EjA� � and P EjA0� � in addition to costs and utilities.5

Moreover, as we can see in (5), in a choice involving treatments from distinct trials,
we can decide between treatments if we know P EjA� � and P EjB� � in addition to costs
and utilities. These conditional probabilities are usually called absolute risks when
referring to the treatment group, that is P EjA� � and P EjB� � (Stewart 2016, ch. 26).
When referring to the control group, that is P EjA0� � and P EjB0� �, I will call them
baseline risks. Absolute and baseline risks always provide sufficient probabilistic
information for rational treatment decisions.6

Still, in biomedical research, most studies assessing the effectiveness of treatments
report effect sizes to inform treatment choices, rather than solely the absolute and
baseline risks. Hence, it is important to analyze when this practice successfully

5 This verdict holds even though the mere difference between P EjA� � and P EjA0� �, i.e. RDA, always
already suffices for deciding between A and A 0 (see section 4.1).

6 Even if researchers were to use solely absolute and baseline risks to inform decisions, they would still
need outcome measures as evidence for causal inferences (see section 2).
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informs decisions. Moreover, this practice could be warranted. Even if absolute and
baseline risks provide sufficient information for rational choices, compared to outcome
measures, they could have other disadvantages for informing treatment decisions. For
instance, effect sizes might extrapolate better to target populations or individual agents
than absolute and baseline risks. Or laypeople might reason better with effect sizes than
with absolute and baseline risks. Assessing such considerations is beyond the scope of
this article. Nonetheless, they motivate taking the practice of using effect sizes to
inform decisions seriously. To do so, I will henceforth assume that the deciding agents
do not know the absolute risks and, unless noted otherwise, they do not know the
baseline risks either. These assumptions allow us to identify the conditions under which
different outcome measures provide us with decision-relevant information.

4. The decision-theoretic dominance of absolute measures
Under what conditions do absolute or relative outcome measures provide sufficient
probabilistic information to choose rationally between treatments? In choices
involving outcome measures from a single trial, only absolute measures always do so
(section 4.1). This is established by Sprenger and Stegenga (2017). In choices involving
outcome measures from distinct trials, depending on our knowledge of baseline risks,
both absolute and relative measures provide the decision-relevant information,
neither do or only absolute ones always do (section 4.2). Overall, absolute measures
dominate relative ones.

4.1. Choices involving outcome measures from a single trial
Sprenger and Stegenga (2017) use the decision model (3) to argue that absolute
measures but not relative ones always provide sufficient information to decide between
treatments given costs and utilities. These authors fail to distinguish a choice involving
outcome measures from a single trial from one involving outcome measures from
distinct trials. As I will show in section 4.2, this failure poses a problem for applying their
argument to the latter case. However, the authors’ argument still applies to the former
case. To see this, I briefly recap their argument (Sprenger and Stegenga 2017, 845–48).

From (3) and assuming without loss of generality u > u0 one can derive

EU A� � > EU A0� � iff P EjA� � � P EjA0� � > a � a0

u � u0
(6)

P EjA� � � P EjA0� � in (6) is equivalent to RDA. As a result, given costs, utilities, and RDA
one always knows whether EU A� � > EU A0� �. The same does not hold for relative
measures. To see this, we can derive

P EjA� � � P EjA0� � � P EjA0� � P EjA� �
P EjA0� � � 1

� �
� P EjA0� � RRA � 1� � (7)

From (6) and (7), we get

EU A� � > EU A0� � iff P EjA0� � RRA � 1� � > a � a0

u � u0
(8)

As Sprenger and Stegenga note, costs and utilities do not determine P EjA0� �. Nor does
a given RRA. As a result, assuming a≠ a0 as the authors do, one cannot always decide
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whether EU A� � > EU A0� � given costs, utilities, and RRA. P EjA0� � could be such that
EU A� � > EU A0� � or such that EU A� � < EU A0� �. Suppose RRA � 1:25 and a�a0

u�u0 � 0:1.
Then, EU A� � > EU A0� � if P EjA0� � � 0:5, but EU A� � < EU A0� � if P EjA0� � � 0:3. Both
baseline risks are compatible with but unknown given these costs, utilities, and RRA.
Hence, in contrast to absolute measures, given costs, utilities, and RRA one cannot
always decide whether EU A� � > EU A0� �.7

Moving beyond Sprenger and Stegenga (2017), it is worth noting that relative
measures provide sufficient information for choosing if both treatments come at
equal costs. From (8) and assuming a � a0 we can derive

EU A� � > EU A0� � iff P EjA0� � RRA � 1� � > 0 (9)

If RRA < 1, then (9) demands to choose A 0. This is because a well-defined RRA < 1
implies that P EjA0� � > 0; and thus that P EjA0� � RRA � 1� � < 0: Analogously, if
RRA > 1, (9) demands to choose A. In other words, by knowing RRA, utilities, and
equality of costs we can always settle which treatment to take. However, we are rarely
if ever in a situation in which treatments come at equal costs. Thus, I will henceforth
not mention this case.

To summarize, Sprenger and Stegenga (2017) establish that absolute but not
relative measures always provide sufficient information to choose between
treatments from a single trial. In the next section, I show that this argument fails
to apply to choices between treatments tested in distinct trials. I then argue that
absolute measures still dominate relative ones for informing such choices.

4.2. Choices involving outcome measures from distinct trials
We cannot apply Sprenger and Stegenga’s (2017) argument to the decision model for a
choice between treatments tested in distinct trials (5). To see this, note that from (5)
and assuming without loss of generality u > u 0 one can derive

EU A� � > EU B� � iff P EjA� � � P EjB� � > a � b
u � u0

(10)

In (10), we cannot interpret the decision-relevant difference in probabilities as RDA or
as RDB, as we have done in (6). The same holds for the case of RR. This can be seen by
noting that

P EjA� � � P EjB� � � P EjB� � P EjA� �
P EjB� � � 1

� �
(11)

P EjA� �
P EjB� � in (11) is neither equal to RRA nor RRB, contrary to the previous case (7). Hence,
we cannot rely on Sprenger and Stegenga’s (2017) argument here.

As can be seen in (10), for choices between treatments from distinct trials, we need
information about the difference in absolute risks, that is the difference between
P EjA� � and P EjB� �. Correspondingly, these absolute risks suffice to inform such
choices. This role of absolute risks is obscured in Sprenger and Stegenga (2017)
because they fail to distinguish a choice involving several trials from one involving a
single trial.

7 From (8) it follows that knowing costs, utilities, RRA and P EjA0� � is always sufficient for a choice
between A and A 0 .
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Still, as discussed in section 3, I acknowledge the practice of reporting outcome
measures. Hence, I assume that the deciding agents choose between A and B without
knowing the absolute risks, but rather only the absolute or relative outcome
measures. This assumption allows us to see when absolute or relative outcome
measures can still inform choices, in the sense of providing information about the
decision-relevant difference in absolute risks. To answer this question, let us
distinguish three epistemic situations we could be in when deciding between
treatments from distinct trials, differing in how much we know about the
baseline risks:

Ignorance: We know nothing about P EjA0� � and P EjB0� �.
Full knowledge: We know P EjA0� � and P EjB0� �.
Partial knowledge: We know that P EjA0� � � P EjB0� �, though we know neither
P EjA0� � nor P EjB0� �.

Let us examine each case in turn.

4.2.1. Ignorance
In the case of ignorance about baseline risks, knowing absolute or relative measures is
insufficient to have any information about the difference between P EjA� � and P EjB� �.
This is because a given absolute or a given relative measure is compatible with a range
of values for P EjA� � and P EjB� �, absent any information about P EjA0� � and P EjB0� �.
This result shows that unless we know something about baseline risks outcome
measures from distinct trials do not provide the information needed for choosing
between the tested treatments.

4.2.2. Full knowledge
When knowing the baseline risks, absolute or relative measures can both be used
to calculate the absolute risks, and thus their difference. If one knows RDA, RDB,
P EjA0� �; and P EjB0� � then one knows P EjA� � and P EjB� �. If one knows RRA, RRB,
P EjA0� �; and P EjB0� � then one knows P EjA� � and P EjB� �. This result shows that
relative measures can sometimes provide equally valuable information for decisions
as absolute ones.

4.2.3. Partial knowledge
In the case of partial knowledge about baseline risks, absolute measures but not
relative ones always provide sufficient information to choose between treatments.
We can derive

P EjA� � � P EjB� � � P EjA� � � P EjA0� �� � � P EjB� � � P EjB0� �� � � RDA � RDB (12)

As can be seen in (12), under partial knowledge of baseline risks, absolute measures
always provide the difference in absolute risks that is sufficient to decide
between A and B. Moreover, the same does not hold for relative measures. Given
P EjA0� � � P EjB0� � we get
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P EjA� � � P EjB� � � P EjA� �P EjA0� �
P EjA0� � � P EjB� �P EjB0� �

P EjB0� � � P EjA0� � RRA � RRB� � (13)

From (13) and (10), we can derive

EU A� � > EU B� � iff P EjA0� � RRA � RRB� � > a � b
u � u0

(14)

Just as in the case of a choice involving a single trial, neither costs, utilities, nor RRA
and RRB determine P EjA0� �. As a result, assuming a≠ b; knowing costs, utilities, RRA, and
RRB does not always provide us with sufficient information to decide between A and B. For
example, suppose RRA � 1:25, RRB � 1:02; and a�b

u�u0 � 0:15. Then, EU A� � > EU B� � if
P EjA0� � � P EjB0� � � 0:7, but EU A� � < EU B� � if P EjA0� � � P EjB0� � � 0:5. Both
baseline risks are compatible with but unknown given costs, utilities, RRA, and
RRB. We cannot decide whether A or B maximizes expected utility here. Relative
measures do not always suffice to decide between treatments under partial
knowledge of baseline risks.

It is worth noting that relative measures are apt to inform choices given equal
costs of treatments and partial knowledge of baseline risks. Using (14) and assuming
a � b we get:

EU A� � > EU B� � iff P EjA0� � RRA � RRB� � > 0 (15)

We know that P EjA0� �= P EjB0� � > 0 if RRA and RRB are well defined. Thus, if we know
RRA and RRB we know whether P EjA0� � RRA � RRB� � > 0 and therefore whether
EU A� � > EU B� �. Again, I will henceforth bracket this unusual case. Overall, in the
case of partial knowledge, absolute measures but not relative ones always provide
sufficient probabilistic information to choose between A and B.

These results can also contribute to debates on using placebos versus active
comparators, that is already used treatments, as control group treatments in trials.
Reviews suggest that placebo-controlled studies or studies with no treatment for the
control group are more common than ones using active comparators (Hochman and
McCormick 2010; Cipriani et al. 2020). Yet, the use of placebos is often criticized for ethical
reasons; if an effective treatment exists giving a placebo to a trial participant implies
withholding this treatment from her (Emanuel and Miller 2001; European Medicines
Agency 2001). Indeed, research guidelines only allow using placebos under specific
conditions (World Medical Association 2013). Moreover, researchers demand more active
comparator trials on grounds of them establishing the comparative effectiveness of
treatments that matters for decision-making (Cipriani et al. 2020; Naci et al. 2020).

The preceding results add a decision-theoretic nuance to this debate. Unless
decision makers know baseline risks, to compare treatments between trials using
absolute measures we need to establish equality of baseline risks. Researchers could
ensure good grounds for such equality by using the same control group treatment
across trials. On the one hand, researchers asking for more active comparator trials
then ought to recognize the importance of using the same active comparator across
trials to inform choices between treatments tested in these trials. On the other hand,
researchers could also use the same placebo across studies to establish equality of
baseline risks. Note that this decision-theoretic nuance only applies to the debate on
control group treatments if absolute risks are not reported in addition to or instead of
outcome measures. If they are, then no matter how the trials are designed, we can
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compare the absolute risks for deciding between treatments. This insensitivity to trial
design could pose an advantage of using absolute risks for informing decisions
between treatments tested in different trials.

5. Conclusion
Let us return to our example of the Heart Protection Study: How should we measure
the effect size of simvastatin to inform a rational choice on taking this drug? I have
argued that absolute measures are at least as good as, if not better than, relative ones
for informing such a decision across different scenarios. When choosing between a
treatment and the corresponding control group treatment, absolute measures but not
relative ones always provide sufficient information for choosing rationally. When
choosing between treatments tested in distinct trials, we need information about the
difference in absolute risks. Absent some knowledge about the relevant baseline risks,
neither an absolute nor a relative outcome measure provides such information. If we
know these baseline risks, then we can calculate absolute risks from either absolute or
relative outcomemeasures. If we only have partial knowledge of the baseline risks, then
only absolute measures always provide sufficient information about the decision-
relevant difference in absolute risks. Finally, we can also use absolute and baseline risks
to inform rational decisions between treatments. Overall, absolute measures dominate
relative ones for informing rational decision making. These results support the
following options for using outcome measures to inform treatment decisions:

Option 1: Use absolute measures and either absolute risks or baseline risks or
ensure equality of baseline risks.

Option 2: Use relative measures and baseline risks.

Option 3: Use absolute and baseline risks instead of outcome measures.

Conclusions drawn from idealized decision-theoretic models underdetermine which
outcome measures or absolute and baseline risks researchers should report to inform
actual decision makers. Important further considerations to justify reporting
principles based on the three described options include ethical aspects (see
Schroeder 2022), insights on how to best communicate risks to people (see
Spiegelhalter 2017), and the relative advantages of extrapolating absolute outcome
measures, relative ones, and absolute and baseline risks. Nevertheless, the decision-
theoretic dominance of absolute measures challenges both the current practice of
only reporting relative measures and suggestions to report both. Instead, a safer
conjecture is to always report absolute measures or absolute and baseline risks.
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